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Hand tool manufacturer Wiha has achieved a breakthrough in fastening tools and presents 
the world's first electrically driven e-screwdriver from Wiha 

speedE® – the world´s first e-screwdriver from Wiha 

“Drive with speed, fix with feeling” – as the first e-screwdriver from Wiha, speedE® 

promises to halve the time users take to complete their work in the future. An electric 

motor assists with fastening screws up to 0.4 Nm before disengaging to ensure that 

material is protected. The screw can then be fixed by hand with a deft touch, just as with a 

conventional screwdriver. An innovative electric ratchet function assists users as they 

complete fastening. The globally unique 3-step speedE® process enables users to work 

significantly faster and more efficiently, but by using a controlled, healthier technique. 

Thanks to its electric drive, the Wiha e-screwdriver handles time-consuming, energy-sapping 

screw-fastening at a rapid rate, significantly faster than conventional means. Compared to 

manual screw-fixing, speedE® helps users get things done at least twice as fast, increasing their 

working day efficiency substantially with more  comfort. speedE® also allows users to take a 

healthier approach to work while saving their strength.  

Even so, they can adjust or fasten by hand with a deft touch using up to 8 Nm when the 

integrated material protection function activates at 0.4 Nm.  The speedE® can thus also be used 

as a fully-fledged screwdriver, in combination with the Wiha VDE-tested and insulated slimBits, 

completely protected for use and work on live parts. This consciously fine-tuned power 

transmission and torque control in electric mode brings a particular benefit to users for delicate 

screw-fastenings. A constantly changing grip for manual screw-fastening becomes a thing of the 

past while the electric ratchet function helps to make work methods more efficient while 

preserving health. An integrated LED light also ensures users are not left in the dark as they 

fasten screws.  

Comparable to normal screwdrivers in terms of size and weight, the first Wiha e-screwdriver is an 

ideal, portable companion in an extensive variety of sectors and application areas with its 

compact, lightweight design. speedE® also provides users with maximum flexibility since they 

can use all available drives in the Wiha slimBit range to fasten electrically. All Wiha VDE slimBits 

are compatible with speedE®, are tested to 10,000 V AC, all undergo inspection and are 

individually tested for up to 1,000 V AC.  

When fully charged, speedE® can fasten electrically up to 800 times. In an ideal case, this 

provides users with a time frame of over several days to work with the Wiha e-screwdriver without 

re-charging the batteries.  Standard rechargeable batteries inside the handle eliminate follow-up 

costs, which highlights speedE®'s user-friendly approach.  

Ronny Lindskog, Sales and Marketing Manager at Wiha, explains: "As a pioneer in its type, 

speedE® is marking a new milestone in the further development of fastening tools not only at 

Wiha. speedE® is in a class of its own.  The possible scope and potential for this invention for 

users, retail and the whole sector are huge." 
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The Wiha speedE® will be available to users from specialist trade in three starter set variants with 

the ideal set depending on requirements and tasks. Besides the electric screwdriver, sets include 

two rechargeable batteries, a portable battery charger, a sturdy Sortimo L-BOXX to carry 

everything and an assortment of suitable slimBits and easyTorque torque adapters with content 

depending on the variant. 

"speedE® unites maximum standards in quality, design, ergonomics, functionality and durability. 

A great deal of practical experience, an intensive development stage and several user surveys 

have ultimately allowed us to achieve a breakthrough, of which we are very proud. speedE® is 

now able to conquer the world. It is very much ready," concludes Lindskog. 

www.wiha.com/speedE 
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speedE® – the first e-screwdriver from Wiha 

Discover it now! To the video clips... 

www.wiha.com/speedE 
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The first e-screwdriver from Wiha: speedE® 
 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLMkjoAdkLOjieg7omA_DiZfx9InwD-UG8
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLMkjoAdkLOjieg7omA_DiZfx9InwD-UG8
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Image caption 

Three steps in one movement: First fasten 
rapidly and electrically until reaching the 
material protection function at 0.4 Nm, then 
adjust and tighten carefully by hand with the 
electric ratchet function. 
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Image caption 

Wiha speedE®. Comparable to a normal 
screwdriver in weight and size, it makes it an 

ideal portable companion. 
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Image caption 

The Wiha speedE® will be available to users 
from specialist trade in three starter set variants 
with the ideal combination depending on 
requirements and tasks. 

 

 

 

About Wiha 

Wiha is one of the world's leading manufacturers of hand tools for professional use in trade and 

industry. Founded as a small family firm over 75 years ago, today, Wiha is a globally active 

company, still owner-operated by the Hahn family. Wiha seeks to make daily life much easier for 

users with a product assortment of innovative hand tool solutions geared towards user needs 

which increase efficiency, reduce costs and preserve health. This is why Wiha develops, designs 

and manufactures products that meet the strictest requirements for quality, functionality, durability 

and ergonomic design. It provides a comprehensive range of tool concepts and sets, 

screwdrivers, torque tools, multitools, L-keys, bits, pliers, soft-faced hammers and much more. 

Special professional VDE hand tool solutions ensure a greater, optimised range, based on the 

Wiha segment philosophy focused on need and demand. A host of design awards underline the 

setting of standards in terms of functionality, design and quality. In 2016, Wiha received the 
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honoured distinction of being included among the top 100 most innovative companies among 

medium-sized enterprises in Germany. Wiha was also distinguished with the Manufacturing 

Excellence Award (MX Award) as the best SME in Germany back in 2014. A contemporary 

approach to HR management combined with a deeply rooted, open and fair corporate culture 

helped Wiha to gain Schwarzwald-Baar-Heuberg CCI's "Attractive Employer in Bronze" seal in 

2016. 

 

 

Contact person: 

 

Company 

Wiha Werkzeuge GmbH 

Obertalstrasse 3–7 

78136 Schonach 
Germany 

 

Anne Jakubowski 

Tel.: +49 (0)7722 959 209 

Mobile: +49 (0)151 163 414 94 

Email: 
anne.jakubowski@wiha.com 
Website: www.wiha.com   

 

You can find more about Wiha at  

www.wiha.com or from our social media 

channels 
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http://www.wiha.com/
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https://www.facebook.com/pages/Wiha/258938737555129
https://twitter.com/wiha
https://www.youtube.com/user/WihaWerkzeuge
https://www.instagram.com/wihaofficial

